
 
E-Aadhaar Download from Enrolment Client 

 

Many a times, the resident has lost his Aadhaar card and Acknowledgement slip is also not present with him. In such 

a scenario, it becomes very difficult for him to generate his E-Aadhaar as EID/UID is mandatory for generation. To 

cater to this issue, a new feature has been incorporated in the Enrolment Client which allows a resident to download 

his E-Aadhaar from the Enrolment Client itself.   

The client basically caters to the following four needs:- 

 EID/ENO/UID ( One of these)  of the resident is known 

 EID/ENO/UID of the resident is not known. Resident can now print his E-Aadhaar by providing 

demographic details 

 Multiple Enrolments by Resident-If Resident has enrolled multiple times then multiple EIDs will exist. 
However, E-Aadhaar download will be generated corresponding to only one of the EIDs as rest will 
be marked as duplicate. Resident can provide any of the EIDs corresponding to multiple enrolments 
and if Aadhaar is generated for any of the EIDs, then also system will download the E-Aadhaar  

 Resident wants to generate E-Aadhaar on-behalf of some other resident (Relative etc.) 

 

1. The operator clicks on Life-Cycle changes. The following options are displayed:- 

a. ‘Update Resident Information’ 
b. ‘Print Aadhaar’ 

 
2. Operator selects ‘Print Aadhaar’ Option.  

 
 
 

3. Here two choices are available:- 
a. EID/ENO/UID 
b. Demographic Details 



 
 

 
4. Operator selects one ‘EID/ENO/UID’ 

 In this case the Resident knows his EID/ENO/UID and simply wants to generate his E-Aadhaar. In this 
case he needs to enter his Enrolment ID / Enrolment No. / UID and his biometrics. 

 Resident (Resident X) can also generate E-Aadhaar on behalf of some other resident like relatives etc. 
(Resident Y). In this case, resident needs to give his own UID and his own Biometrics (Resident X) and 
UID of the relative (Resident Y) for whom E-Aadhaar is to be generated. 
 

 

Figure 8.1-Option to generate E-Aadhaar on behalf of other resident 

 In this case Biometric of Resident(X) will be authenticated and on success, E-Aadhaar for Resident(Y) will 

be generated. 

 The available options for Biometric authentication are:- 

 Left Slap 

 Right Slap 

 Both Thumbs 

 Single Finger 

 Only Slap scanner can be used to capture the biometrics.  



 Once the option is selected and Biometric captured, the operator clicks on “Print Aadhaar” button. 
 

 The E-Aadhaar download is generated in PDF format for printing. 
 
Note: In order to generate the E-Aadhaar download on-behalf of some other resident (Resident Y), it is 
mandatory to have UID of the other resident (Resident Y).  
 
5. Operator selects ‘Demographic Details. In this case, the resident wants to generate his E-Aadhaar but 

doesn’t have his UID/ENO/EID.  

The resident is asked to enter his demographic details as shown below- 

 
Figure 8.2 Screen showing demographic details to generate E-Aadhaar download   

 
 

6. Once the demographic details are provided, Operator captures the resident’s biometric by selecting from 

the drop-down. Following options are available:- 

 Left Slap 

 Right Slap 

 Both Thumbs 

 Single Finger 

 

7. Operator now clicks on ‘Print Aadhaar’ button 

Note: - If the number of matching records is more than the specified limit then an error message is thrown 

as ‘Too many records found’ and the operator needs to refine the search by capturing for more 

parameters in addition to the mandatory fields. 

 

8. The resident gets his E-Aadhaar. 

 

9. In case the resident’s Aadhaar is not generated or Captured Biometric doesn’t match with any of the 

records, Error code is shown appropriately. 

 



 
Figure 8.3 Error message in case the captured Biometric do no match with any of the records  

Note: Iris Authentication is not part of the current feature 

 
 
 

Installation Procedure for E-Aadhaar Add on 
 

1. Download the E-Aadhaar Add on from the link: 

http://164.100.29.17:8085/clientsw/ECMP_Addon_PrintAadhaar_windows_23_12_2014.zip 

 

2. After downloading unzip the file. 

 

3. Go to the folder path: “ECMP_Addon_PrintAadhaar_windows_23_12_2014\Installation” 

 

4. Install the file: “wkhtmltopdf-0.9.9-installer.exe” and while installing choose the destination path as “C:\UID 

Authority of India\wkhtmltopdf” and it may vary depending on the drive where ECMP client is already 

installed. 

 

5. After installation of the PDF Add on  “wkhtmltopdf-0.9.9-installer.exe”, install the ECMP Add-on 

“ECMP_Addon.exe” from the path: “ECMP_Addon_PrintAadhaar_windows_23_12_2014” 

 

http://164.100.29.17:8085/clientsw/ECMP_Addon_PrintAadhaar_windows_23_12_2014.zip

